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Amber Palm is one of the most uniquely placed subsidiaries created with the most elegant needs of the elites in 
mind. The company integrates the policy of innovative thought that is aligned with the same of our customers 
and reflects it very well in the products we offer.

Our Amber stone is unique to texture and is extremely rare. Not to mention, it sets itself apart from other 
deposits of the stone because of the unique range of colors available. Unsurprisingly, the products made out of 
this set are also limited editions and are valued especially too.

Also Amber Palm creates other original designs of decorative amber tiles that are produced in eco-friendly 
environments with no impurities and using only the natural 100% amber gem. These tiles are ready-to-use for 
decorative purposes on walls, other surfaces, and even to enhance the backdrop of other products.

The tiles resemble all the feelings in the human emotion spectrum, where they are aptly be named from rational 
(cold) to the sensual (warm) , and even passionate (hot). This collection is called “Emotions”, and it can be 
produced in a thickness range of 8mm to 20mm. It can also be cut into desired sizes to be used in public places 
(religious buildings, prayer houses, gourmet restaurants, and VIP clubs), as well as a part of decorative 
ornaments for the interior design of houses.

The wealthy look and feel of the natural amber shades provide an originality and finesse to the interior. This 
amber decor accentuates the luxury of the interior and reflect the refined taste and personality of the owner. For 
instance, the Ancient Amber combines the energy of the Moon and the Sun to miraculously heal of our body and 
soul.

We believe the “Emotions” collection will bestow the blessings upon your ambitious plans as they were sent by 
God himself. 

About Us
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Amber is in the range of 35-140 million years old: even primitive people mined and used it.  It was the subject 
of exchange, trade, crafts, raw material for manufacturing of jewelry and amulets. Later, amber jewelry was 
worn by pharaohs and priests of Egypt: it decorated the crown of Pharaoh Tutankhamun.

Ancient Greeks sent their ships for amber search.  Amber is mentioned in Homer’s “Odyssey”. According to Pliny 
(Roman author of “Natural history”, 1st century A.A.), a small amber figurine costed more than a healthy slave. 
Rich Romans always carried amber beads, they rubbed them with their hands, believing that amber reinforces 
their power.

In China and Japan cherry-coloured amber was especially worshiped, as a reminder of dragon’s blood, it was 
worn in the imperial family. In the Eastern countries transparent yellow to greenish and milky-white clouded 
amber was also highly valued. Amber in nature is found in different shapes and sizes: from fractional grams to 
several kilograms.

History of Amber
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The Origin of Amber
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Form of amber piece was determined by the place resin sap was leaking from. This happened inside or on the 
surface of a damaged wood trunk. With abundant extraction resin leaked in droplets, icicles and beads.

Location of resin between trunk and bark led to the formation of subcortical forms. Texture of wood or bark is 
perfectly visible on them. Pieces, which appeared in large subcortical cavities, reach weight of two kilograms. 
Larger samples of amber were born in places where there was a large open wound on a tree trunk. Resin had 
been leaking for a long time and accumulated in the soil.



•   Lustre of amber: oily, resinous, rarely wax.
•   Luminescent properties of amber: glow effect in reflected light, ultraviolet irradiation.
•   Static electricity: friction attracts small lightweight items (pieces of paper, fibers, etc.)
•   Heat and conductive properties of amber: extremely low; warm to the touch.
•   Thermal plasticity: melts at a temperature of 350-380°C.
•   Heat resistance: burns well, emitting a pleasant resin smoke.
•   Optical properties of amber: isotropic (independence of material properties from measurement areas). The
    majority of amber is weakly anisotropic. Anisotropy is linked to the tensions that occur during solidification
    and fossilization of resin, as well as to various mechanical effects, which amber is exposed to after its
    formation.
•   Fragility: easily broken by impact or fall.
•   Cleavage: absent, flinty fracture, rarely splintery.

Physical Properties
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Amber is not exactly a stone but fossilized tree sap, the name of the group of high-melting fossil resins, 
high-molecular weight organic compound, plant product.
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Varieties of Amber

Natural - colour is a standard of amber 
value. Top qualityamber must be 
lemon-yellow. A high degree of transparen-
cy isa valuable quality, the ability to 
transmit the UV rays.

Treated amber (method was used in 
antiquity) - amber,   boiled in honey, olive 
oil or wine for obtaining a reddish color, 
but frequently a thin network of splits 
appeared during this procedure.

Pressed amber
(ambroid, amberoid) - is in fact natural 
amber also, made of fine pure fractions of 
amber (90% of mining), ground into a 
powder and heated without air access. 
After that the mass is placed in a special 
press under pressure of more than 1000 
atmospheres and at a temperature of
180-220°С. As a result, amber powder 
turns into a sticky mass. By putting this 
mixture into a special form, you can get 
products of different shapes.

Melted amber  (by heat treatment 
method, bernite, polybern or composite 
materials containing natural amber) - is a 
product of fusing amber and a large 
number of artificial additives (plastics, 
colorants). Bernite contains some 5% of 
natural amber, and the rest is polyester 
resins.

Copal, Kaur, Immature amber, 
Copal Madagascar - is young amber. 
Copal was formed maximum from 10 
thousand to 1 million years ago, with 
certain knowledge one may obtain such 
amber from the resin of present day trees 
(kaurs). Such immature amber is less solid 
than natural amber, it affects its 
durability. Cracky surface is specific for 
Copal.

Heated amber  (heated, treated, 
heat-treated, sparkling) - is produced by 
heat treatment of the high grades of 
natural or pressed amber. Processed amber 
becomes transparent. Depending on the 
duration of heating its coloring gradually 
varies from golden to dark-cherry. While 
inside the stone small fan-shaped cracks 
are formed, so called “pods”, they create 
more beautiful sparkles.

Melted amber  (by heat treatment 
method, bernite, polybern or composite 
materials containing natural amber) - is a 
product of fusing amber and a large 
number of artificial additives (plastics, 
colorants). Bernite contains some 5% of 
natural amber, and the rest is polyester 
resins.
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‘Emotions’-
Amber Tiles Collections
We introduce a series of decorative tiles made of amber. The original design, unique technology, ecological 
production, no harmful components, only natural raw materials amber.

Thanks to its properties, it differs greatly from amber of other amber deposits; it possesses a jewelry quality and 
unique range of colors.

Amber tiles are completely ready for using in walls furnishing and decorations of all surfaces and products. They 
are the basis for creation of amber tiles and decorative elements. Tile thickness varies from 8mm to 20mm. 
They can be cut into desired size pieces.

Striking color diversity of amber reflects all the gradations of human feelings and emotions’ palette: from 
rational and cold to warm and sensuous and even passionate and hot. Each tile has unique color formed by 
natural amber shades. They are unique as nature itself.



Amber tile picture is a wonderful means of interior decoration. If your interior is in delicate and restrained 
colors, you may add richness to it using the amber tile picture.

Various shades of amber tiles provide boundless plenty of options to create a stylish design.

Even the “coldest” interior becomes cozy with an amber tile picture made from natural amber tiles. 
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Tiles Interior Decoration



Tiles Interior Decoration
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Warm shades of amber create special comfort even in the small living room or bedroom. Amber tiles help to 
create unique wall decors. It’s a great solution - to tile a bed headboard and nightstand with amber tiles.

Also, an important point: amber, fringing the perimeter of countertops is a stimulant of bioenergy exchanges. It 
increases the intensity of brain activity, concentration, speeds up the removal of stress.

Decoration of interior elements of a wine hall with amber tiles is not only luxurious, but it is also a source of 
harmonization of the energy field of the premises.



Scientific studies have proven that close presence of amber, and especially especially contact with it, removes 
energy blocks in the body, harmonizes Yin and Yang energies ratio, promotes the outlet of excess energy in the 
congested canals, increases overall energy potential of the organism in a whole.

Amber property to absorb infrared, UV, electromagnetic waves, to catch the geomagnetic information, to protect 
its owner from the magnetic storms and unwanted impacts of bioenergy is also indispensable.

Relax-rooms’ walls of elite spas are encrusted with amber mosaics, where customers may relax after procedures. 
Also for inhalation therapy raw amber is used.

Physiotherapy massage table. Table surface is covered with specially selected pieces of amber. The best effect 
gives full body amber powder massage with glove. Aromatherapy effect from the warm amber floor tiles.

It is especially good for children to sleep in amber rooms.

Amber Palm Tiles
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Amber Tiles Emotions



Emotions
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Thickness:

0.8cm × 110mm × 110mm = 9kg = 1m2

1cm × 110mm × 110mm = 12kg = 1m2

2cm × 110mm × 110mm = 22kg = 1m2

H-01

H-06

H-03H-02

H-05H-04



Thickness:

0.8cm × 110mm × 110mm = 9kg = 1m2

1cm × 110mm × 110mm = 12kg = 1m2

2cm × 110mm × 110mm = 22kg = 1m2

Emotions
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M-02M-01 M-03

H-07 H-08 H-09



Emotions

Thickness:

0.8cm × 110mm × 110mm = 9kg = 1m2

1cm × 110mm × 110mm = 12kg = 1m2

2cm × 110mm × 110mm = 22kg = 1m2
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L-01M-08

M-06

M-07

M-05M-04
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Thickness:

0.8cm × 110mm × 110mm = 9kg = 1m2

1cm × 110mm × 110mm = 12kg = 1m2

2cm × 110mm × 110mm = 22kg = 1m2

Emotions
L-05L-03 L-04L-02

L-06 L-09L-08L-07



The past few years, artworks made of this sun-like amber stone are becoming more and more popular. These 
artworks are made by hand from amber. Every stone of amber is a frozen ray of sunshine kept for 40 million 
years. So, picture from amber is not only a unique work of art, but also a part of the sun’s heat, zipped through 
millions of years.

Gamma of amber colors is so great, that includes, perhaps, the entire spectrum of sunlight. That is why, 
according to experts, there are no two identical amber stones. Amber pictures are made of fine amber crumbs.

Pictures of amber crumbs allow very accurately convey the image of people, animals, birds, nature and 
landscapes. But the greatest value is the applique made image of amber, where each element of the work of art 
– a separate amber stone.

Portraits and artworks made of amber radiate a positive energy and have a positive effect on a person. Love for 
amber artwork is due to the very nature of the origin of the material. The magic of the stone in the hands of 
artists becomes a work of art, it is the secret that fascinates, and turns painting into something more.

Amber Artworks
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HH Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum

Burj Al Arab, Dubai, U.A.E Czech Republic



Gallery
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Keep in 
touch.

info@amber-palm.ae
+971 4 427 4090
+971 4 450 4375
www.amber-palm.ae

Manufacturer

Our Office

Our Showroom

Almas Tower, 27-J 
Jumeirah Lakes Towers, 
Dubai - U.A.E.

Manufacturer:
Jewellery and Gemplex, 

JLT, Dubai - U.A.E.

Amber Palm DMCC

Indigo Tower, Cluster D
S02, Jumeirah Lakes Towers,
Dubai - U.A.E.

Our Showroom:
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